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A method to form high quality electrostatically guided lepton beams is explored. Test electron

beams are extracted from tailored plasmas confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap. The particles are

then extracted from the confining axial magnetic field by passing them through a high magnetic

permeability grid with radial tines (a so-called “magnetic spider”). An Einzel lens is used to focus

and analyze the beam properties. Numerical simulations are used to model non-adiabatic effects

due to the spider, and the predictions are compared with the experimental results. Improvements in

beam quality are discussed relative to the use of a hole in a high permeability shield (i.e., in lieu of

the spider), and areas for further improvement are described. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4923460]

I. INTRODUCTION

A key to many recent advances in antimatter science

has been the progress made in developing plasma techni-

ques for the trapping, storage, manipulation, and delivery of

low-energy antimatter.1,2 The method of choice for trapping

and confinement of antimatter is use of specially designed

“Penning-Malmberg” (PM) traps.3,4 The PM trap uses a

uniform magnetic field for radial confinement and an elec-

trostatic potential well for confinement in the magnetic field

direction. The trapped particles can be manipulated and

then ejected from the trap in a controlled manner to form a

beam.5–7 These techniques have found use in many areas of

research, including the trapping of low-energy antihydro-

gen,8,9 creation of the positronium molecule (Ps2),10,11

probing defects in materials,12–15 and biopolymer

characterization.16,17

Although generating quality beams from a PM trap has

been quite successful,5,6,18 a serious limitation is that the

beams reside in a strong magnetic field. This presents a prob-

lem for applications that require the particles to be in a mag-

netic field-free region (i.e., an electrostatic beam).19–22 For

example, electrostatic lenses are used in so-called positron

“remoderation” techniques to increase beam brightness, and

they have the long-term potential to be used in a positron

reaction microscope.23–25 For these electrostatic techniques

to work, the particles need to be extracted from the magnetic

field. This turns out to pose a challenge in balancing the

tradeoff between a large increase in the beam radius qb with

a similar increase in the mean transverse energy, E?.26

Positrons (or electrons) have been successfully extracted

from a high magnetic field into a field-free region in previous

experiments,27–32 but all relied on first accelerating the par-

ticles to kiloelectronvolt energies. More recently, low-

energy (�30 eV) beams from a specially tailored electron

plasma in a PM trap, operating at a field of 4.8 T, were

transported to a field-free region and then focused with an

electrostatic (Einzel) lens.26,33 In this case, non-adiabatic

beam extraction is accomplished by passing the beam

through a hole (5 cm in diameter) in a high-permeability

metal shield, such that the magnetic field drops quickly in

�1–2 cm from B¼ 1 mT to �0.01 mT. The magnetic field

gradient is large enough for the beam particles to be removed

from the field non-adiabatically. However, conservation of

canonical angular momentum requires that the beam par-

ticles acquire perpendicular momentum impulses as they

decouple from the field, and this results in additional beam

divergence. In these experiments, the impulse magnitude is

proportional to the radial location of the particle from the

symmetry axis.26

In this paper, a technique is described for reducing the

impulse magnitudes by inserting a high-permeability grid of

radial spokes (referred to as a “magnetic spider”) into the

hole in the shield.34 The spider is specially designed to have

a small, approximately constant tine spacing as a function of

distance from the symmetry axis, which acts to minimize the

deleterious momentum impulses. Under reasonably optimal,

but practical conditions, the perpendicular impulse magni-

tudes can potentially be reduced by approximately an order

of magnitude, as compared with that produced by extraction

through a hole in the shield.

The beams described in both the previous work26 and

this work have relatively low currents (e.g.,�1 lA), and

so, space-charge effects are negligible. In the previous work,

beam quality was described by a generalized invariant emit-

tance, which is valid both in the magnetic field and after

extraction. Insertion of the spider results in particle loss,

violating conservation of the generalized emittance.

Consequently, the beams discussed here are characterized

only after extraction by the field-free limit of the invariant

emittance, �� � ðq2
bE?Þ1=2

.

This paper is organized as follows: The experimental

setup is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the different regions

of beam propagation are modeled and particle trajectoriesa)Electronic mail: csurko@physics.ucsd.edu
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are calculated. Comparison is made between the momentum

impulses predicted for the spider and the hole. Experimental

data are presented in Sec. IV for the focusing of electrostatic

beams after passing through the spider. In Sec. V, the spider

transmission is discussed, including possible sources of

observed performance limitations. Comparison of the results

presented here with those of previous experiments is dis-

cussed in Sec. VI, followed by conclusion in Sec. VII.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Details of the electrostatic beam experiment have been

presented previously by Weber,26 and so, the summary here

is brief. A schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in

Fig. 1(a). The experiment has three distinct regions. The first

region is the high-field PM trap that is centered in the 4.8 T

field of a superconducting magnet, where plasma is confined

axially by a voltage Vc, typically 100 V. In the second region,

the beam is transported adiabatically from 4.8 T to a final

field of 1–10 mT before reaching the spider. This region

includes the primary beam tube, two pairs of saddle coils for

positioning, and a bucking coil, which is adjusted to define

the field at the upstream face of the spider. At the spider, the

B-field drops to zero in �5 mm, to enter the third, magnetic-

field free region. The spider, whose purpose was described

earlier, is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It is made using electron

discharge machining from a high-permeability alloy

(Carpenter Technology, steel alloy 49), then heated for 4 h at

1200 �C in an oxygen-free hydrogen furnace.34 The spider

was designed with tapered spokes of differing lengths, with

the goal of keeping the tine spacing small and simultane-

ously minimizing beam blockage. In practice, the tine spac-

ing ranges from 0.5–1.4 mm across the range of beam radii

studied here.

The third, magnetic-field-free region (i.e., inside of a

high magnetic permeability shield), houses a three-element

Einzel lens and a charged-particle collector cup with aperture

diameter of 2.4 mm. Each lens element (L1, L2, and L3) has

an ID of 57 mm and a length of 60 mm. The spider is

�75 mm from the front of L1 (165 mm from lens center). The

collector assembly (with front plate and cup) is attached to a

linear feedthrough, which can traverse �20 mm to þ40 mm

from the end of L3. Although the techniques described are

intended for use with positrons, electrons are used for

increased data rate in all the experiments discussed here.

To extract beams, the electrostatic potential on the down-

stream side of the PM trap is briefly lowered in �15 ls to a

value Vc � DV, which is slightly less than the on-axis space-

charge potential, and particles near the axis escape (cf.

Fig. 1(b)). This technique produces Gaussian radial profiles,

of the form rbðrÞ ¼ r0 exp½�ðr=q0Þ2	, where q0 
 2kD, kD is

the plasma Debye length and r is an areal electron density.5,6

The areal plasma and beam profiles are imaged using a phos-

phor screen after the particles are accelerated to �5 keV. The

resulting fluorescent light is recorded using a CCD camera.

The range of experimental parameters investigated is

summarized in Table I. While trapped, the “rotating wall”

(RW) technique is used to control the plasma density,35,36

and cyclotron radiation cools the electrons to �0.1 eV. Use

of the RW produces plasma densities in the range 5� 108

< n< 1� 1010 cm�3, which yields beam radii in the 5 T field

in the range 50<q0< 200 lm. The mean energy of the

beam is set by the on-axis plasma potential. It was typically

35 eV, but could be varied from 15–35 eV. The duration of

the beam pulses was typically�10 ls.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment, with downstream direction

left to right, including electron gun, superconducting magnet and PM trap,

insertable phosphor screen, beam tube region with saddle coils for beam

steering, magnetic spider with bucking coil for adjusting Bs, Einzel lens con-

sisting of 3 elements, L1 (grounded), L2 (biased to þVL), and L3

(grounded), and translatable collector cup diagnostic. Axial magnetic field is

shown schematically. Iron shielding surrounding the electrostatic lens is not

shown. (b) Schematic of the high-field Penning-Malmberg trap, including

depiction of beam formation; and (c) photograph of the magnetic “spider”

with a close-up view on the center.

TABLE I. Parameters for the experiments with approximate range of varia-

tion and typical values specified. The collector location zc is referenced to

the downstream end of electrode L3.

Parameter Symbol Range Typical value

Beam radius (lm)(in 5 T field) q0 50–200 80

Beam radius (mm)(at spider) qs 2–6 2.5

Beam number (106e–) N0 10–100 20

B-field at spider (mT) BS 2–8 5

Einzel lens voltage (kV) VL 0–5 3.3

Collector location (mm) zc �20 to þ40 þ20

Beam energy (eV) �b 15–35 35
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Since the beam parameters are somewhat inter-

dependent, not all parameters could be obtained simultane-

ously. Thus, the protocol for a given experiment was chosen

with the goal of varying only one parameter at a time.

Specific details will be discussed on a case-by-case basis in

Sec. IV.

After the beam exits the trap, the particles travel adia-

batically following field lines through a region of decreasing

magnetic field. Conservation of magnetic flux results in an

increase in beam radius as the field is decreased

qbðzÞ ¼ q0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B0=BðzÞ

p
; (1)

where B0 is the field in the HF trap. For the experiments pre-

sented here, the beam radius at the spider qb(zs) is varied

from 2 to 6 mm.

Immediately after the spider and before encountering

the electric field of the lens, the particles are now in zero

magnetic field and travel ballistically. Particle speed is set by

the plasma space charge potential in the HF trap. The par-

ticles travel at an angle to the axis set by the amount of non-

adiabatic impulse (discussed later) they receive upon field

extraction.

The electrostatic lens is operated in an acceleration-

deceleration mode where the center electrode L2 is biased

to a positive voltage VL (i.e., for electrons), and L1 and L3

are at ground potential. Once the beam is focused, the

z-integrated intensity is measured using the collector cup.

III. MODELING BEAM PROPAGATION

Described here are the procedures used to simulate the

beam parameters as a result of extraction using the spider

that is shown in Fig. 1. These results are compared with

those calculated for extraction through a (simple) hole in a

high-permeability shield.

A. Adiabatic transport

In the guiding-center-drift approximation,37 the orbital

magnetic moment

l ¼ E?=B; (2)

is an adiabatic invariant. This is a good assumption as long

as c � 1, where c is the adiabaticity parameter (considering

here a particle travelling in the axial direction)

c � sc

B

dBz

dt
¼ scvz

B

dBz

dz
; (3)

with sc¼ 2pm/eB the cyclotron period, and vz the axial ve-

locity of the particle.

The beam radius is given by Eq. (1). Beyond maintain-

ing c� 1, the principal constraint to taking the beam to zero

field is the fact that qb!1 as B! 0.

From conservation of energy, the invariance of l, as B

decreases, E? must decrease, and thus, Ek increases by the

same amount. In practice, E? is set by the temperature of the

plasma (typically T � 0.1 eV), which is much smaller than

the parallel energy of the beam (typically � 35 eV), and so,

E? can be neglected. Thus, when the beam reaches the end

of the adiabatic region, essentially all of the energy is in

the parallel degree of freedom. For example, at 5 mT, E?
� 10�4 eV, and the effective pitch angle is v?/vk � 2� 10�3.

Measurements of B(z) in the region in front of the spider

are shown in Fig. 2(a) for three different bucking coil cur-

rents. Shown in Fig. 2(b) are calculations of c using Eq. (3),

for several values of beam energy �b. Typically, c� 1, how-

ever, at low B and high energies, c approaches unity over an

interval �5–10 cm a few centimeters in front of the spider.

For completeness, qb(z) from Eq. (1) is plotted in Fig. 2(c)

for the same parameters.

B. Non-adiabatic beam extraction

In order to keep the beam from diverging, non-adiabatic

extraction is required, namely, a process in which c� 1. The

typical experiments reported here use a 35 eV beam energy

and a field Bs at the spider of 50 G, in which case c
 25,

which fulfills the nonadiabatic assumption. In this process,

often called “fast extraction” from the field, the particles are

taken to zero field in a time shorter than the cyclotron period,

in which case the particle radius will remain unchanged (i.e.,

qbf ¼ qbi). However, the particle will receive an impulse

perpendicular to the z axis due to the Lorentz force arising

from the diverging components of the B field as they termi-

nate on the tines of the spider.

This impulse can be calculated using the change in ca-

nonical angular momentum, p. In the case of a hole in an

iron shield (i.e., which obeys cylindrical symmetry),

ph¼mrvh þ qr2B/2, where q is the charge of the particle (�e

for electrons), m is the electron mass, and the second term is

FIG. 2. (a) Axial magnetic field for different values of bucking coil current

Ibc¼ 1.7 (green), 3.3 (blue), and 5.8 (magenta) A; (b) the corresponding

adiabaticity parameter c along the beam axis for parallel beam energies

Ek¼ 15 (solid), 25 (dashed), and 35 (dotted) eV; (c) beam radius qb normal-

ized to initial radius q0 in the 4.8 T field. z¼ 0 corresponds to the front face

of the magnetic spider, negative z approaches the magnet and PM trap. In

(a), points represent measurements, and the dashed lines represent quartic

fits, which are used to calculate c and qb. Note that bucking coil can be used

to adjust de-coupling field Bs, and that for typical operating conditions the

beam is safely in the adiabatic regime (c< 1) throughout the beam tube.
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due to the magnetic vector potential. In this case, the mag-

netic field terminates by converting the axial B-field into a

radial field at the hole. Since the terminating magnetic field

is in the radial direction, the impulse is in the h direction at

finite r. The impulse velocity experienced by a particle at ra-

dius r is

dvh ¼ �
eDBr

2m
; (4)

where DB is the change in the magnetic field.26 This vh com-

ponent has the effect of limiting the ability to focus the

beam.26 The r-dependence of the impulses implies that keep-

ing the beam small will help to mitigate this effect.

However, the size of the beam varies as 1=
ffiffiffi
B
p

, while the

impulses increase proportional to B. Thus, for a desired

(small) beam size, there is a limit to how small the impulses

can be made.

The magnetic spider34 is designed to help circumvent

this limitation. Similar designs have been used previ-

ously,28,30,31 but only at larger transport energies than those

employed here. The impulses to the particles are dominated

by the change in the magnetic vector potential term. In the

case of the grid, the spatial scale r in Eq. (4) is (roughly

speaking) replaced by half the grid spacing w/2. In addition,

due to the radial orientation of the spider tines (cf. Fig. 1(c)),

the velocity impulses are directed radially, and so, the par-

ticles can be better focused using a cylindrical lens. The use

of azimuthally oriented tines results in azimuthally directed

impulses,28 and use of parallel slats30 results in impulses in

one Cartesian direction. In both cases, these beams are more

difficult to focus as compared with the radial impulses from

the spider.

Due to the lack of azimuthal symmetry and the compli-

cated 3D geometry of the spider, it is difficult to calculate

the velocity impulses analytically. However, the spider

shown in Fig. 1(c) is designed specifically such that the dis-

tance between the tines is approximately constant as a func-

tion of r. In this case, the geometry can be approximated

using a 2D slab model, as depicted in Fig. 3. Here, h
becomes the Cartesian coordinate x, the spacing between

tines is w, and �w/2� x�þw/2. The changes in velocity are

now

dvr ¼ 6
eB

m
x: (5)

The maximum impulse is received by particles passing

close to a spider tine (i.e., near x¼6w/2). Comparing

Eqs. (4) and (5), a 1 mm grid spacing reduces the particle

impulses by approximately a factor of 10 as compared with

the beams studied by Weber.26 Since the impulses now span

both 6r, the average impulse at any radius will be zero, and

the rms impulse will be smaller than the maximum by a fac-

tor of 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p

, providing a further reduction in the beam

spread.

It is useful to put into perspective the possible utility of

the spider for other particle beams (e.g., consisting of protons

or other ions). The transverse momentum impulses dp
depend on the charge of the particle but not the mass.

Therefore, for two particles with equal charge but differing

mass, the deflection angle dvr/vz will be reduced for the

higher mass particle by the square root of the mass ratio.

Thus, the impulses are significantly less for ions as compared

with electrons or positrons, and so usage of a spider may not

be necessary.

C. Trajectory simulations

The beam from the high-field trap, ejected with parallel

energy Ejj, is assumed to have a Gaussian radial profile and

to be transported adiabatically with beam radius described

by Eq. (1). The beam approaches the spider with E? � 0. It

is then assumed that the beam is extracted from the field

non-adiabatically when it transits the spider. The beam ra-

dius is assumed constant, but the particles pick up a distribu-

tion of radial velocities given by the impulses in Eq. (5). For

the experiments described here, the change in the parallel

energy is small. In the simulations presented later, the

assumptions are that the beam is azimuthally symmetric

with the spider transmission fixed at 90% (as demonstrated

in Fig. 9). Since the impulses from the spider are only in the

radial direction, this assumption should be good as long as

the initial beam is cylindrically symmetric.

To model the propagation from the spider to the collec-

tor cup, the beam is split into 30 radial locations from r¼ 0

to r¼ 3qs with a Gaussian radial weighting of the areal den-

sity. At each radius, the particles are split into 50 velocities

that linearly span the range of impulse velocities 6(eBsw)/

(2 m). For each radius and velocity (1500 combinations), a

trajectory is calculated by numerically solving the electro-

static equations of motion in two dimensions (r, z), using the

electrostatic potential expanded to 4th order in displacement

from the symmetry axis.38 This level of approximation is

found to be reasonably accurate for trajectories that remain

within about half the lens radius (i.e., r< 15 mm), and it

includes effects due to the lowest order chromatic and spher-

ical aberrations.38 For comparison, the commonly discussed

paraxial equations are accurate only to second order and

omit all aberrations.

Each trajectory is followed through the lens to the col-

lector. Particles with r< 1.2 mm at the aperture location zc

are summed to give the expected collector-cup signal Nc.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the magnetic field termination, including

coordinate axes for both the cylindrical system (r, h, z) and the slab geome-

try (x, y, z) used to calculate momentum impulses. These impulses are

directed radially into and out of the page.
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This signal is calculated for different values of VL, qb, Bs,

and Ejj for a range of axial collector positions zc. Due to

uncertainty in the beam radius and magnetic field at the spi-

der, trajectories are calculated with dvr varied by 610% and

also with qs varied by 65%. The resulting range of collector

signals is shown in the figures below as a shaded region. The

presence of the grounded front plate surrounding the collec-

tor cup is neglected in the simulations. Previous work has

shown that the largest effect of the collector plate on the tra-

jectories is to shift the axial focus point by several

millimeters.26

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The fraction of the beam particles Nc/N0 that pass

through the collector aperture with radius ra¼ 1.2 mm is

recorded, where N0 is the total number of particles in the

beam pulse. Since the beam radius at the spider varies as Bs

varies, it is not possible to scan all parameters independently.

Thus, the radius of the plasma q0 in the high-field trap is

adjusted (e.g., by compressing or expanding the plasma with

the RW technique), so that the beam parameters at the spider

could be held approximately constant.

The lens voltage is varied with the collector position

fixed while monitoring Nc. The “focusing voltage” Vf is

defined as the value of VL that maximizes Nc. Shown in

Fig. 4 is Nc as a function of VL for three values of Bs. As Bs

changes, qs changes, while the other parameters are held

fixed. In this case, the peak signal is Nc/N0 � 65% at

VL
 3.3 kV, with a fairly broad FWHM 
 1.5 kV. The

shaded region is the range of predictions (including uncer-

tainty) from trajectory simulations described above. The pre-

dictions at Bs¼ 5 and 8 mT agree reasonably well, whereas

the data are far below the prediction at Bs¼ 2 mT.

Data and predictions for Nc/N0 as a function of beam ra-

dius at the spider are shown in Fig. 5 for VL¼ 3.3 kV and

Bs¼ 50 G. For these data, q0 is varied using the RW technique

in order to vary qs while leaving Bs constant. The data follow

approximately a q�2
s trend, as shown by the fit in Fig. 5. In

contrast, the simulations show something closer to a linear

decrease with increasing beam radius. As a consequence, the

predictions are as much as a factor of two higher than the ex-

perimental measurements at large qs. As discussed below,

there are several possible sources for this discrepancy, includ-

ing the possibility of a small tilt of the beam relative to the

spider, or other misalignments with the beam axis.

Figure 6 shows the system performance as a function of

Bs for qs¼ 4 mm. Because adjusting Bs changes qs, the beam

radius in the 4.8 T field was changed using the RW in order

to keep qs constant. The value of qs¼ 4 mm is chosen

because it is the smallest beam radius accessible for a Bs var-

iation from 20 to 80 G. Here, the data agree qualitatively

with the predictions of the simulations, except at the lowest

field; but the magnitudes are lower than the simulation pre-

dictions by about 30%. This is similar to the difference

shown in Fig. 5 for qs¼ 4 mm. The general trend over many

data sets and corresponding simulations is that the results

FIG. 4. Normalized number of electrons collected Nc/N0, as function of Einzel lens voltage, VL, for (a) Bs¼ 20 G (qs¼ 4 mm), (b) Bs¼ 50 G (qs¼ 2.5 mm),

and (c) Bs¼ 80 G (qs¼ 2 mm). The mean parallel energy is fixed at Ejj ¼ 35 eV, and the location of the collector, zc, is fixed at 270 mm. The shaded regions cor-

respond to the predictions of the simulations for each Bs (described in the text). The vertical dashed lines correspond to the focus voltage Vf.

FIG. 5. Nc/N0 as a function of beam radius at spider, qs. Fixed parameters

are Bs¼ 50 G, VL¼Vf¼ 3.3 kV, Ejj ¼ 35 eV, and Zc¼ 270 mm. The shaded

region is a prediction from the simulations described in the text, and the

dashed curve is a q�2
s fit.
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agree best at the smallest values of qs and at intermediate

values of the magnetic field.

The collected beam fraction Nc/N0 is shown in Fig. 7(a)

as a function of the beam energy. A difficulty here is that pro-

ducing different energy beams requires significantly different

plasmas in the 4.8 T PM trap, which makes it difficult to keep

the other parameters fixed. For this reason, the total number

of beam particles N0 varied from 20–25 � 106 electrons.

Similar to the experiment varying Bs, in order to keep the

beam radius constant as a function of beam energy, a larger

beam radius of qs
 3.2 mm is required. At each beam energy,

Vf is found by optimizing collector signal. Both the data and

simulations show that Vf increases with Ejj, as expected.39

Figure 7(b) shows the data for Nc/N0 as a function of Ejj
at the optimum focusing voltage. Both the data and simula-

tions show that use of a higher voltage results in a tighter

focus, as expected. However, as with the earlier data for

larger qs, the data are about 20%–30% lower than the

simulations.

In Fig. 8(a), the lens focal position is measured by opti-

mizing the collector cup position zc for different values of

VL. The data in Fig. 8(b) show the corresponding variation in

the magnitude of the collector cup signal Nc. As expected,

both the data and simulations show that, as the collector is

moved closer to the lens (smaller zc), a higher lens voltage is

required to maximize Nc/N0. As shown in Fig. 8(b), once

again the data for Nc/N0 appear to be about 20% lower than

the simulation predictions. Additionally, as shown in Fig.

8(a), the observed focusing voltage appears to be about 20%

higher than the simulation would predict.

The basic trends in the experiments appear to be

described qualitatively by the trajectory simulations that

FIG. 6. Nc/N0 as a function of Bs for qs¼ 4 mm, VL¼ 3.3 kV, Ejj ¼ 35 eV,

and Zc¼ 270 mm. The shaded region is a prediction from the simulations

described in the text.

FIG. 7. (a) The lens focus voltage Vf is shown as a function of Ejj. (b) Nc/N0

at the focus for the data in (a). The parameters are Bs¼ 50 G and

qs¼ 3.2 mm, and Zc¼ 270 mm. The shaded regions are simulation results

(see text for details).

FIG. 8. (a) VL for best focus as zcc is varied. (b) Nc/N0 at the focus for the

data in (a). Fixed parameters are Bs¼ 50 G, qs¼ 3.2 mm, and Ejj ¼ 35 eV.

The shaded regions are simulation results (see text for details). Vertical

dashed lines represent the end of lens element L3.
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assume a simple impulse model for the non-adiabatic extrac-

tion. However, the degradation of performance as a function

of increasing beam radius (Fig. 5) is worse than the model

predicts. Also, the performance is quite poor at the lowest

magnetic fields (e.g., B ’ 20 G). In Sec. V, a possible expla-

nation for the discrepancy at low Bs values is discussed.

V. SPIDER TRANSMISSION

The transmission of the spider can be expressed as ft¼ 1

� Ns/N0, where Ns is the number of particles incident upon,

and assumed collected by, the tines. Thus, extraction from

the magnetic field using the spider introduces an added trans-

mission loss as compared to a hole in a high-permeability

plate. The number of transmitted particles N0ft is measured

using the lens electrodes and the collector plate and cup as a

single collector. Fig. 9 shows the percentage of the beam

transmitted as Bs is varied. Above 1.5 mT, T 
 90% 6 5%.

Thus, a constant transmission T¼ 0.9 is used in the beam fo-

cusing simulations for Bs> 2 mT.

However, as shown in Fig. 9, there is an anomalous loss

below Bs ’ 2 mT. One possible explanation for this is that a

small misalignment of B at the spider results in a transverse

component of the particle velocity and hence reduced spider

transmission, similar to the manner in which venetian blinds

block sunlight. Such a transverse field B? (e.g., Bx) could be

caused by magnetic materials in the laboratory and/or mis-

alignment of the magnet and spider axes. The measurements

of B shown in Fig. 2 would not distinguish such a small, yet

important B? component.

Using the geometry of the spider, Ns can be calculated as

Ns ¼
ð1

0

dr

ð2p

0

dhrbðrÞfsðr; hÞ; (6)

where fs is the differential fraction of area occupied by the

spider at a given location (i.e., dAs/dA), and the beam profile

is assumed Gaussian, as rbðrÞ / expð�ðr=qbÞ2Þ. For normal

beam incidence, the spider is designed such that fs is approxi-

mately a constant.

The geometrical estimate of fs0¼ 0.1 based on normal

beam incidence is consistent with 90% transmission observed

for Bs 1.5 mT in Fig. 9. However, if the particles were to fol-

low adiabatically a misaligned field line with a component in a

direction x perpendicular to the z axis, fs would increase as

fs ’ fs0 þ
2d

pw
tan

Bx

Bz

� �
; (7)

where d 
 2.5 mm is the tine thickness in the z-direction, w

 1 mm is the tine spacing, and Bz is the axial field compo-

nent. In Eq. (7), fs has been averaged over the azimuthal

angle with respect to the x axis. While the tines have a finite

thickness b in the plane perpendicular to B, the change in spi-

der opacity due to b when the B field is tilted is a second

order effect and hence is neglected in Eq. (7).

Figure 9 shows the predictions of this model for ft as a

function of Bs. For B?/Bs � 1, fs 
 fs0. However, assuming

B? is constant, as Bs is lowered below about 1–2 mT, the

transmission drops precipitously. The qualitative agreement

of the simple model and the data, as shown in Fig. 9, indicate

that a small misalignment of B near the spider could give

rise to the sharp decrease in ft that is observed at low B.

A small tilt of the beam relative to the normal to the face

of the spider is expected to produce other effects. Beyond the

problems at low B, such a tilt would also produce an asym-

metric bias (i.e., one Cartesian direction) of the impulses from

the spider. This, in turn, could exacerbate lens aberrations and

might explain some of the decrease in performance for the

larger diameter beams, such as that shown in Fig. 5.

Further improvements in the shielding of the beam and

an improved alignment procedure could potentially remedy

this difficulty and lead to improved performance. Beam pro-

file measurements immediately downstream of the spider

and before the lens would likely be useful in developing a

better model for the non-adiabatic impulses at field extrac-

tion and also to improve beam alignment.

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS

In Table II, the performance of the arrangement used

here is compared with the results of a previous experiment26

that extracted the beam through a hole in the magnetic shield.

In the present experiment, the beam is formed in a 4.8 T field

where it has a Gaussian radial profile with q0¼ 80 lm and

Ejj � 35 eV. For Bs¼ 5.0 mT, 65% is collected in an area

0.12 cm in radius at VL¼ 3.3 kV. The expected rms dE?
� 0.18 eV. Using qs¼ 0.25 cm gives an estimated invariant

beam emittance of �*¼
0.11 cm (eV)1=2.

In the previous experiment without the spider,26 the

beam started in the same 4.8 T field, but with q0¼ 65 lm and

TABLE II. Focusing performance comparison between using the “spider”

vs. the previous experiment using a “hole.”

Ejj
(eV)

dE?
(eV)

Bx

(mT)

qb

(cm)

VL

(kV)

Nmax

(%)

�*

ðcm
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
eV
p
Þ

Hole 30 0.45 1 0.45 5 45 0.3

Spider 35 0.18 5 0.25 3.3 65 0.11

FIG. 9. Experimental (blue circles and solid line) and simulation results for

the total spider transmission as a function of Bs, with Bx¼ 0.01 (green solid

line), 0.02 (magenta dashed line), 0.05 (red dotted line), and 0.1 (black

dashed-dotted line) mT (see text for details). Note that for larger Bs, the

value of 90% transmission agrees with that predicted on the basis of the spi-

der geometry.
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Ejj ¼ 30 eV. Using a 1 mT extraction field at the hole resulted

in 45% of the beam focused into an area 1.2 mm in radius at

VL¼ 5 keV.26 In this case, dE? � 0.45 eV and qb¼ 0.45 cm

at the hole. This results in �� 
 0:3 cm
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
eV
p

. Thus, the invari-

ant emittance without the spider is a factor of three larger,

and E? is a factor of 2.5 larger.

With the spider, there is an advantage in trying to work

at smaller values of Bs. This is because, while qs / ðBsÞ�1=2

[i.e., from Eq. (1)], the impulses are independent of qs but

/B, in which case �*/(Bs)
1=2. Thus, if the spider experiment

could be accomplished at Bs¼ 1.0 mT (assuming the asym-

metry could be remedied), the invariant emittance would be

reduced by a factor of 5�1=2. Working at larger beam diame-

ters will, however, require additional care in minimizing lens

aberrations (e.g., such as use of a larger diameter lens).

Additional routes to improved beams are discussed by

Weber.6 The initial beam radius q0 is proportional to the

Debye length. Thus, if one starts with a higher plasma den-

sity n and/or a cryogenically cooled plasma with temperature

T, q0 is reduced by a factor of (T/n)1=2. This will reduce qs

and hence lead to a reduced value of �*.

VII. CONCLUSION

The use of a magnetic grid with radial spokes (the spi-

der) has been shown to reduce the effect of non-adiabatic

impulses when transitioning to a magnetic field free region.

Comparison to trajectory calculations using a simplified

model of the non-adiabatic impulses imparted to the particles

as they exit the field shows qualitative agreement with the

trends observed. However, reduced performance is observed

for beams with larger radii, and also for magnetic fields

below about 2.0 mT.

In the field of positron research, the most efficient

source of positron beams comes through the use of buffer-

gas Penning-Malmberg traps,40 in which case, the particles

necessarily reside in a large magnetic field. For this reason,

the techniques described here are expected to be useful in

producing higher-brightness positron beams in magnetic-

field-free regions.
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